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Abstract.
The article has addressed the peculiarities of the use of participle forms in Sanskrit while their universal classification has been created in the
process of comparison with the grammar of other ancient Indo-European languages. The study has established that there are present, past
and future participles in Sanskrit. Past participles exist in four forms: aorist (active and passive) and perfect (active and middle). When
translating aorist and perfect participles into Russian, there may be a mixture of meanings due to the specifics of the verb system of the
modern Russian language. The participles of present and future tense have three different voices: active, middle and passive (six forms in
total). The participles of the active voice of all tenses are declined by the mixed type of adjectival declension, the participle of passive and
middle voices are declined by the vowel type of adjective declension in –ā. The aorist participle may be used in the sentence instead of the
conjugate verb form as a predicate form. Passive participle of the future has a meaning of obligation.
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Introduction
The question of the system of participle forms in
Sanskrit, as well as the interpretation of these forms in the
Russian language has not yet been fully resolved. The problem is
that some forms are quite rare, and other forms may have the
same meaning in the presence of different affixes. In this article
the problem has been solved by comparing the system of
Sanskrit participle forms with similar systems in other IndoEuropean languages. The material for the study was partly
collected during Sanskrit studies at the Indian Cultural Centre
under the direction of Guru Swami Jetiropananda.
Objective is to identify and classify all possible participle forms
in Sanskrit and to determine the specifics of their use.
Tasks of the study:
1. To identify the forms of participles of the present, past and
future tenses.
2.To identify the time and voice characteristics of the past
participles to compile the classification.
3. To identify the tense and voice characteristics of the present
and future participles for the preparation of the classification.
4. To describe the features of active, passive and middle
participle declension.
5. To identify the type of Sanskrit participles that can be used in
the sentence instead of the conjugate verb form as a predicate.
6. To find the participle form used in the meaning of obligation.
Methods: comparative-historical
analysis of language material.

and

semantic-grammar

Proposed methodology: Comparative-historical and semanticgrammar analysis of language material. This method is used to
study in depth the issues of searching for analogues of the
Sanskrit participle forms and other Indo-European languages.
Method of contextual analysis. It is used in the study of ancient
languages due to the impossibility of relying on conversational
practice.
Block Diagram: The work consists of the Introduction, the Main
Part, which includes the study of past, present and future
participles in all possible voice forms, the Analysis of Research
Results, Conclusions and Recommendations.
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Algorithm: The study begins with the identification of the wordforming model of each participle form, which includes the
determination of the type of non-derivative basis and the
composition of the form-forming affixes. Then, the type and
peculiarities of declination of each participle form are
determined, after which its valence is considered and the
peculiarities of syntactic use of the participle are determined
using examples. At the end of the analysis, additional contextual
shades of participle use are established. A brief summary is
provided at the end of each block of research on the participle
forms.
Flow Chart of the Research Algorythm:
1. Word-forming model of the participle.
2. Type and peculiarities of declination.
3. Syntactic possibilities of use.
4. Additional shades of meaning.
Main part
Sanskrit participles have time and voice categories. There are
three types of voices in the language: active, passive and middle.
As for time differentiation, we can distinguish four main types of
participle forms: aorist, perfec, present-tense and futural. The
past participle distinguishes between the following grammatical
forms.
Aorist participles.
A structural feature of these forms is that they are formed from
the stem of the aorist. In Russian linguistics [3, p. 162; 4, p. 117]
these participles are called perfectitious (participium perfecti
passivi), probably by analogy with similar types of past
participles in some other ancient Indo-European languages, such
as Latin. The definition is not accurate for the following reasons:
1. It is impossible to fully identify the systems of participles in Latin
and Sanskrit, since these languages, though belonging to the
same family, but in this case represent different directions of
grammatical development (Sanskrit - "eastern", Latin "western"). This is obvious already because the Latin language
lacks the form of the aorist, and the perfect combines the
functions of these two tenses.
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2. Nor is it possible to draw a parallel between the Sanskrit system
of participles and the ancient Greek languages ("eastern"
direction). In the Greek language, where there is an aorist and all
three voices, the participles are presented by a more complete
paradigm than in Sanskrit, and there are no adverbial participles
and other verb names (gerunds, gerundive). The aorist
participles in these languages have a structural similarity but
differ in their syntactic functions.
The aorist participle in Sanskrit should not be called perfect,
because the perfect had a double stem in this language [4, p.
100], and from this stem their participles were formed, which
will be discussed below. The aorist could be simple (the stem is
equal to the "pure" root), doubling and sigmatic. The presence in
Sanskrit of verb forms similar in structure (perfect and doubling
aorist) testifies to the partial coincidence of the meaning of these
tenses at the early stage of development of the language, while
the classical ancient Greek already clearly distinguishes between
the structure and meaning of the aorist and the perfect. Two
types of aorist participles can be distinguished in Sanskrit: the
active and the passive voices.
1) Passive voice aorist participle, as well as the simple aorist, is
formed from a pure "weak" verb root by means of the -kta suffix
(sometimes manifested as a phonetic variant -na). When
combined with the verb root, the element -ta:
he
e
h he e
"to do "done". The
participle is declined by the vowel type of adjective declination
(male, female, neuter gender in -a): subjective case of male
gender ḥ done e
e e e "done
e e
e e "done". This participle has one unique feature: it
is used not only as a definitive with the noun, but also as a
predicate (conjugated with the subject) without auxiliary
copulative verbs, like the former participle in - л - in modern
Russian. And in the verb function, this participle appears much
more often than in the deterministic form, and in some styles it is
p ee e
e c j
e e
ī
h
śā ī
p
e
j h "Extremely rich he over time poor
became" [5, p. 632].
The next peculiarity of the passive voice
p
cpe
h
e
he p
e p
cpe
he
e
e e
"done", and if it is formed from nontransitive verbs or state verbs - by the active form or, when the
possibilities of the language of translation allow, by the middle
"deceased, dead". However, the passive form of
participle from non-transition ve
e e
e .
he
c
he c j
e e
he e p
cpe
e
e
he p
e e
he pe ec
"done
"died".
In addition to the characteristic of this participle, it should be
noted that in most cases the Latin language uses the suffix -t-,
similar to the morphogenetic affix of passive aorist participle in
Sanskrit, in the formation of the passive voice perfect participle.
Probably, this is a coincidence, as well as the partial coincidence
of the syntactic functions of these participles served as a reason
to define Sanskrit aorist participle as a perfect one.
2) The active voice aorist participle is also formed from the weak
root by means of the -ktavatu suffix, from which the -tavatu
e
he c
ec
h he
"to do he
"the one who has done". This
form is created more often from non-transitive verbs and state
verbs and is declined by a mixed type of declination of adjectives:
male and neuter gender by the consonant type, of the sample
jec e c e
he
e e e e e
e e ); female gender - by vowel type in -ī
ī
jec e c e
.
pe
he e
:
subjective case of the male gen e "the one who has
done", neuter ge e " the one who has done
e
e
e e " the one who has done ". The aorist active
participle, as well as the passive participle, is usually used
syntac c
he
c
he c j
e e
R eś
Gī
śrutavān "Ramesha Gita heard" [5, p. 632].
II. Perfective participle in Sanskrit distinguishes between
two voices: active and middle voice.
1) The active voice perfect participle is formed from the double
stem of the active perfect (first person, plural) by means of the
suffix - vatu ā
e - dadi (the stem of the first person,
plural) - dadivat "the one who has given". This suffix, in our
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opinion, is a phonetic variant of the morphogenetic suffix of the
active voice aorist participle - ktavatu and appears after the
doubling of the stem. The declination of this participle form is
similar to the declination of the active voice aorist participle
(mixed type of declination of adjectives): male and neuter e e
he c
pe
he
pe
jec e c e
he
e e e ; neuter e e ); female gender
- by the vowel type in -ī
jec e c e
. For
ce
he e
ā «to give» subjective case of the male
gender –
ā «he one who has given», neuter gender dadivat «he one who has given», female gender ī «he one
who has given»:
h
h h
h h
«A man, who has given money to the poor, good» [5, p. 633].
However, this participle is rarely used in the post-Vedic period
[3, p. 861]. This can probably also be explained by some
similarities in the meaning of perfect and aorist in Sanskrit. The
actual voice perfect participle, as a more complex form
formation-wise, was most likely superseded over time by a form
of the actual voice aorist participle, similar in value to it, which
possessed a larger number of syntactic functions.
2) The middle voice perfect participle is formed from the stem of
the perfect by adding the middle participle suffix -śānac, from
which the formant -āna remains with the stem: dā "to give" dada (stem of the perfect) ā
the one who has given
oneself". This participle is declined by the vowel declension in -a,
by the type of passive aorist participle: subjective case of the
male gender ā ḥ the one who has given oneself ", female
gender ā ā" the one who has given oneself ", neuter gender
ā
the one who has given oneself
h pāp
hp p
h bhavati. The man who has given himself to
evil is a villain" [5, p. 633].
Brief summary:
1. In Sanskrit, past participles have four forms: aorist (active and
passive) and perfect (active and middle).
2. The suffixes of passive aorist and middle perfect are different,
and the active participles of the past tense have similar suffixes.
3. The active participles of the past tense tend to be of a mixed type
of declension, while the middle and passive participles tend to be
of a vowel type.
4. The aorist participles can be used as a predicate without a
copulative verb, replacing the conjugate verb form [1, p. 25].
The present participles in Sanskrit distinguish between three
voice forms: active, passive and middle.
The present tense active participle is formed from the stem of the
present tense (usually called the "middle root" in grammars) [4,
p. 78]
he p e e
ce p
āp )
e
he
śatri, from which the element -at remains when connected with
the verbal stem. For example, the verb gam "to go"; the stem of
the present tense is gacch; the present tense active voice
participle is gacchat (going). This participle is declined by a
mixed type of declension, but with some difference from the
active participles of the past tenses: male and neuter genders are
changed according to the model of the adjective consonant
ec e
hā
e e e subjective case - gacchan
"going"; neuter gender subjective case - gacchat "going". Female
gender is declined by the vowel declension type in -ī
ī
jec e c e cch ī
śś ḥ ā
rudan gacchati
"crying child to mother going". This participle can also be
translated as an imperfect participle: evam cintayan
ā am
ḥ thinking so, he went to the village" [5, p. 633].
The present tense middle participle is formed from the middle
e
he p e e
e e ā
ep )
e
he
e
participle suffix -śānac, from which the formant -āna remains
he c
ec e
h he e
śī
eep - the stem of the
present tense -ś
- middle participle of the present tense ś ā
eep
he e
he
e
eep
he R
language does not have a reflexive-middle form, thus is
translated by an active voice). This participle is declined by the
vowel type of declination in -a: male gender, subjective case ś ā ḥ
eep
e
e e e
jec e c e - ś ā ā
eep
ś ā
eep
ā ā śayānam ā
p ś
"mother sees a sleeping boy" [5, p. 634]. This participle can also
be translated as an impe ec p
cpe
e
ā ḥ
ā
ḥ ī
e
h e
h e
) he
c e [5
p. 635].
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The present tense passive participle is formed from the passive
form of the stem of the present tense by means of the addition of
the suffix -śānac, from which the -māna format remains when
connected with the stem. This format is nothing but a phonetic
variant of the format -āna, where the -m- consonant appears
after some semivowels - ya /ra /va, as the ste, of the passive form
usually includes the finite element -ya. For example, the verb han
"to kill"; the stem of the present passive voice is hanya; the
present tense passive participle
h
ā
"being killed".
This participle is declined in the same way as the present tense
middle participle, as it has a similar suffix: male gender
jec e c e
h
ā ḥ
e
e
e
e e e
jec e c e
h
ā ā
e
e
e ter gender
jec e c e h
ā
e
e .F e
pe h
ā hanyamānam p ś ā
ee he ee being killed
by me". [5, p. 636] This form is less common as a participle.
Brief summary:
1. The present participles in Sanskrit distinguish between three
voice forms: active, middle and passive.
2. Middle and passive forms have similar suffixes.
3. The active form changes according to the mixed type of
declination, the passive and middle forms change according to
the vowel type.
4. The present participles can be translated into Russian by
adverbial participles when defining an additional action [2, p.
27].
Future tense participles in Sanskrit distinguish between three
voice forms: active, middle and passive.
The future tense active participle is formed from the stem of the
active voice future by means of the suffix -śatri, from which the
element -at e
he c
ec e
h he e
e
he e
he
e e e; the future tense active
participle "doing in the future". This participle is
declined like the present tense active participle, according to the
mixed type of dec e
he
p e hā
le gende
jec e c e "doing in the future", female gender
subjective ca e "doing in the future"; neuter e e
jec e c e "doing in the future". The meaning of
this participle is usually realized in special participle clauses:
aham na
p
"I will not tell the
king that I will see you".
The future tense middle participle is formed from the stem of the
future tense by means of the middle suffix -śānac, and as usually
the stem of the future tense ends in a semivowel -ya-, the format māna remains from it when the suffix is combined with the stem,
which we met in the passive form of the presen e e p
cpe
+ c )
"being done in the
future". This participle is also declined by the vowel type of
declension: male gender subjective case h e
e
he
e e
e e e
jec e c e "being done in the future"; neuter e e
jec e c e "being done in the future". The significance of this
participle, as well as the future tense active participle, is usually
realized in special participle clauses. If the subject of the action is
indicated in the sentence, the construction may take on a passive
e
h
ā)
p
"I will not tell the king what will be done (by me)" [5, p. 637].
The future tense passive participle is usually equated in value to
the deverbal substantive and is called a gerund in grammars [3,
p. 868]. This participle expresses obligation and is not derived
from the stem of the future, but usually from the stem of the
present time of the verb (in some verbs from the strong root),
through the suffixes similar in meaning - a -ta a -a ya
e - e
h
e
e
h
h
he e h
e
e
- "what must
be done". All these forms are declined by the vowel type of
declension in -a: male gender subjective case - kara
h "that
must be done"; female gender subjective case - "that must be
done"; neuter gender subjective case - "that must be done". For
e
pe
ā ara yam "this must be done by me".

3. The active form is declined by the mixed type of declension,
middle and passive – by the vowel type.
4. The passive participle of the future tense has the meaning of a
gerundive (obligation) and is formed using three suffixed similar
e
[2 с. 29].
Conclusion
1. There are participles of present, past and future tenses in
Sanskrit.
2. Past tense participle distinguish four forms: aorist (active and
passive) and perfect (active and middle). When aorist and
perfect participles are translated into Russian, there may be a
confusion of meanings due to the verb system of the modern
Russian.
3. Present and future tense participle distinguish three voices:
active, middle and passive (six forms in total).
4. Active voice participles of all tenses are declined by the mixed
type of declension of adjectives (male and neuter genders – by
the consonant type in –t, female gender – by the vowel type in –
ī) participles of passive and middle voices are declined by the
vowel type of the adjective declension in–ā.
5. Aorist participles can be used in the sentence instead of the
conjugated verb form as a subject.
6. Passive participles of the future tense have the meaning of
obligation.
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Brief summary:
1. In Sanskrit, future tense participles have three voice forms:
active, middle and passive.
2. Active and middle forms are created from the future tense stem,
passive, as usual, from the present tense stem.
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